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EASY KITCHEN  
EASY LIFE



About Us
ESTD 2004

Based in China, Fullstar was founded in 2004. The ori-
gins of Fullstar lie with the chief founder Mr. Andy LU who 
is passionate about creating unique and novel products 
of the highest quality. In order to achieve this goal, we 
have been cooperating with global designers since 2007. 
Our global design team takes pride in creating innovative 
gadgets that solve everyday problems in the kitchen with 
the ultimate goal of making food preparation much easier 
and more enjoyable. Since it was established Fullstar has 
been seeking to make kitchen life easier and this will al-
ways continue into the future. 

FACTORY LANDSCAPE

We design, develop and manufacture all prod-
ucts independently in order to guarantee qual-
ity and ensure smooth production. Our factory 
has the entire production system built out from 
engineering, tooling development, molding 
injection, printing and packaging. In order to 
stabilize product quality, we have implement-
ed the most advanced automatic molding in-
jection feeding system possible and equipped 
this with a fully automatic operating sys-
tem. This advanced technology ensures that  
Fullstar is in the leading position within the indus-
try. 



We are specialists in manufacturing and selling kitchen gadgets with product including choppers, 
mandoline slicers, salad spinners, food storage containers as well as other household products. 
Plus, Fullstar is the biggest supplier of veg-
etable choppers in the world. Fullstar has 
been leading sales for choppers on amazon 
since 2017 with many products being top 
sellers. All Fullstar products are food contact 
approved and meet all EU regulations and 
FDA standards. 

The new state of the art Fullstar factory pro-
vides employees with a fantastic working 
and living environment ensuring all team 
members are well taken care of, makes life 
and work happier. 

Easy kitchen. Easy life. 
Fullstar is here to make cooking happy.

At Fullstar, there are more than 300 highly-trained and ex-
perienced employees, who are making continuous contri-
butions to quality improvement. Over the past 20 years, we 
have built up a reputation for excellent customer service. 
Our professional sales team has established a great rela-
tionship with our clients maintaining a high level of satisfac-
tion, more than 85% of our clients are repeat buyers who 
are continuously placing new orders on a regular basis. 
Most of our clients are high-end brands selling to custom-
ers all over the world, we provide OEM and ODM services 
to many well-known brands around the world.

SHOWROOM

Easy kitchen. 
Easy life.



WORKSHOP

Spiralizers
MAKE A QUICK TURN FOR PERFECT SPI-
RAL SLICES

EASY TO CREATE PERFECT SPIRAL SLICES 
IN MINUTES.

Quickly create Angel Hair, Vegetable “Noodles”, 
Curly Fries, Fancy Garnishes and more, easily 
and consistently. Simply place food item where 
indicated and turn handle for instant results!

Choppers
&Dicers
DICING VEGGIES HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

WITH TWO SIMPLE MOVES YOU CAN DICE CARROTS 
OR POTATOES WITH VERY LITTLE EFFORT AND MUCH 
LESS MESS.

The unique soft grip handle provides excellent grip allowing 
you to dice with confidence. With easy to fit interchangeable 
attachments, the possibilities are virtually endless.



Easy kitchen. 
Easy life.

WORKSHOP

Mandoline
FOR A COMPLETE KITCHEN TOOL, LOOK NO 
FURTHER.

OUR MANDOLINS SLICE,JULIENNE,AND EVEN DICE.

A wide range of interchangeable inserts enables you to 
quickly and easily grate, slice, chop and dice a variety of 
foods. Unique non-slip handles provide a superb grip for 
kitchen safety.

Salad Spinners
PREPARE LEAFY GREEN SALADS OR HERBS INSTANTLY!

PREPARATION IS EASY WITH OUR RANGE
OF PUMP MECHANISMS AND HANDLE 
SPINNERS.

The handles spin the basket and whisk away 
every last water droplet, and when greens are 
dry, the brake brings everything to a stand-
still. The crystal clear base can be used as a 
salad bowl.

Graters
THE GREATEST GRATERS ARE 
MULTI-PURPOSE TOOLS

SLICE AND GRATE A VARIETY OF FOODS 
EASILY AND EFFICIENTLY.
Our interchangeable blades provide a variety 
of grating options from coarse to fine.
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TF1101
Pull Cord
Chopper 
This multi-functional manual food processor lets you eas-
ily chop, mix, beat, blend and puree. With no electricity 
needed, this kitchen chopper can be used wherever life 
takes you—camping with the family, in a small pantry, or 
in the office kitchen. We make quality products at a quality 
price, for a cooking experience that makes it fun to pre-
pare healthy, tasty meals. Get the most out of the delicious 
meals you can create with this processor that is designed 
to make your life easy! It is our mission to bring quality, du-
rability, and ease to your kitchen— and healthy, delicious 
foods to your table. Your satisfaction is our priority. 
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Features:
 ❙ This food processor can be used to prepare salsa,  

            smoothies, coleslaw, breadcrumbs, soups and 
            chop meat for burgers

 ❙ Top sweeper arm keeps food from sticking
 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage
 ❙ 900ml chopping bowl
 ❙ Includes chopper lid and chopper blade
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)
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CHOPPERS & DICERS

video
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TF1096C-3
Magic Chopper
You can dice an entire carrot or potato with little effort.The 
unique TPE handle provides excellent grip,allowing you 
to dice with confidence.With the easy to fit interchange-
able blades the possibilities are virtually endless.

TF1096S-1
Stainless Steel 
Chopper
You can dice an entire carrot or potato with little effort.The 
unique stainless steel handle provides excellent grip,al-
lowing you to dice with confidence.With the easy to fit 
interchangeable blades the possibilities are virtually end-
less.

Features:
 ❙ Two interchangeable inserts
 ❙ Soft grip handles are non-slip
 ❙ Rubber non-skid base for safety in food preparation
 ❙ Includes 1.2L bowl 
 ❙ Built-in chop lid allows you to dice directly into the  

           storage tub
 ❙ Lockable chopping blade for easy replacement

Features:
 ❙ Two interchangeable inserts
 ❙ Rubber non-skid base for safety in food preparation
 ❙ Includes 1.2L bowl 
 ❙ Built-in chop lid allows you to dice directly into the  

           storage tub
 ❙ Lockable chopping blade for easy replacement
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TF1096C-1
CHOP’N SLICE 
PRO
This set provides you with everything you need to slice, 
chop, dice and cut your vegetables. With interchangeable 
inserts you can chop carrots, chop potatoes, and more.

Features:
 ❙ FAST FOOD without the fat. The Fullstar 4 in 1 Veg-

etable Chopper lets you treat your family to healthy 
raw veggies,oven-baked fries and nutritious grape-
fruit wedges quickly, easily and without mess.

 ❙ 4 INTERCHANGEABLE BLADES help you create 
everything from carrot sticks and diced onions to 
perfectly cubed cheeses trench fries and zucchini 
spaghetti. Unit completely disassembles for easy 
clean-up. 

 ❙ NON-SKID BASE provides stability and leverage 
on countertop or table. An easy press-down motion 
on the soft-grip pusher slices fruits, vegetables and 
cheeses directly into the 1.2L collection bowl. 

 ❙ This space-saving kitchen gadget is top-rack dish-
washer safe. All parts store within the unit for easy 
storage.
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TF1096D
Chop’N Slice 
Pro
BEST FUNCTIONALITY ON THE MARKET - everything 
you need in this multifunctional all in one kitchen gadget. 
7 easy to change inserts including two different sized 
chopper blades and two spiralizer inserts give you the op-
tion of broad ribbons or thin spirals.

BONUS HANDHELD PEELER, JUICER, EGG SEP-
ARATOR AND SLICER - juice your fresh lemons, sepa-
rate your yolks from your egg whites and slice your hard-
boiled eggs with ease with this all in one food choppers 
and dicers. Plus this set comes with a Bonus peeler that 
can both peel and julienne your veg.

QUALITY MATERIALS AND EASY TO STORE - our mul-
tifunctional chopper dicer comes with a space-saving 
blade organizer, perfect for saving space in the kitchen. 
The ABS plastic is nontoxic and BPA Free guaranteeing 
healthy meals for your family.

NO MESS AND NO SLIPS - our catch tray makes cook-
ing so much more convenient, no mess and no messing 
around! It makes cleaning effortless and our non-slip base 
also makes your chopping that much easier. Plus the en-
tire chopper is dishwasher-safe (top rack) .
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TF1102G
Chop’N Mandolin 
Spiralizer Pro 
Features:

 ❙ GREATEST FUNCTIONALITY ON THE MARKET - 
5 interchangeable blades means this kitchen gad-
get meets all of your slicing, grating and chopping 
needs. Choose the perfect thickness of your sliced 
vegetables with the easy-to-use adjuster dial and 
select the ideal size for your chopped vegetables 
by simply changing the inserts.

 ❙ BONUS HANDHELD SPIRALIZER - compact and 
easy to use, the Fullstar mandoline slicer comes 
with a BONUS 3 in 1 adjustable spiralizer. Unlike 
large units this kitchen gadget is easy to store and 
a breeze to clean as it is dishwasher-safe.

 ❙ KEEPING YOU AND YOUR FAMILY SAFE - we 
know our stainless steel blades are high quality and 
razor sharp. Our set therefore comes with a finger 
guard to keep you safe while you are using the spi-
ral slicer and a cleaning brush and blade organizer 
for when you aren’t. FDA and LFGB standard ap-
proved, the ABS plastic is nontoxic and BPA Free 
guaranteeing healthy meals for your family.

 ❙ NO MESS AND NO SLIPS - our catch tray makes 
cooking so much more convenient, no mess and no 
messing around! It makes cleaning effortless and 
our non-slip base also makes your slicing, chop-
ping and grating that much easier. Plus the slicer 
chopper is entirely dishwasher-safe (top rack) .

TF1097D
Chop’N Mandolin 
Spiralizer Pro
Features:

 ❙ Best functionality on the market - everything you 
need in this multifunctional all in one kitchen gad-
get. 10 easy to change inserts including two differ-
ent sized chopper blades, two spiralizer inserts giv-
ing you the option of broad ribbons or thin spirals 
plus mandoline, julienne and grater functionality.

 ❙ Bonus handheld peeler, juicer, egg separator and 
slicer - juice your fresh lemons, separate yolks from 
your egg whites and slice your hard-boiled eggs 
with ease with this all in one vegetable dicer. Plus 
this set comes with a Bonus peeler that can both 
peel and julienne your veggies.

 ❙ Keeping you and your family safe - we know our 
stainless steel blades are high quality and razor 
sharp. Our set therefore comes with a finger guard 
to keep you safe whilst you are using the spiral slic-
er and a blade organizer for when you aren’t. The 
ABS plastic is nontoxic and BPA free guaranteeing 
healthy meals for your family.

 ❙ No mess and no slips - our catch tray makes cook-
ing so much more convenient, no mess and no 
messing around! It makes cleaning effortless and 
our non-slip base also makes your chopping that 
much easier. Plus the entire chopper is dishwash-
er-safe (top rack) .
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TF1185S
MAGIC CHOPPER
Features:

 ❙ 3 Interchangeable blades let you julienne, chop and 
slice vegetables with ease. Built-in chop lid lets you 
cut foods directly into the 1.5L container collection 
tray without the mess of a knife and cutting board

 ❙ Rust resistant heavy-duty 420 stainless steel chop-
ping inserts retains razor sharpness for crisp. Blades 
snap in and out with ease. Cut potatoes, tomatoes, 
cucumbers, carrots and more.

 ❙ Drain basket included - this food chopper comes 
with a drain basket included that allows you to en-
sure your fruits and vegetables are dry before adding 
them in to your favourite dish.

 ❙ No mess and no slips, our vegetable chopper comes 
with a BPA-free catch-all container which makes 
meal prep so much more convenient with no mess 
and no messing around!

 ❙ Dishwasher friendly - Cleaning is effortless as the 
entire chopper is dishwasher-safe (top rack).

TF1222 
Chop’N Slice PRO
The Fullstar Chop’n Slice PRO lets you tackle all of your 
slicing,dicing and grating needs with just 1 convenient 
kitchen tool.

Dice onions quickly and skip the tears. Cube cheese in 
just seconds when unexpected guests drop by.Treat your 
family to healthy.The Chop ‘n Slice PRO lets you deftly 
prepare homemade breakfasts, lunches and dinners to 
tantalize your family’s taste buds.Everything you need in 
one simple solution.

Features:
 ❙ 6 interchangeable stainless steel blades included
 ❙ 1.2L container included
 ❙ Finger guard for safety
 ❙ Rubber non-skid base for safety in food preparation
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
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TF828C 
Stainless Steel 
Chopper
Reduce prep time - The Fullstar hand food chopper makes 
chopping vegetables and nuts quick and simple. The 
sharp stainless steel blades cut evenly through food, and 
it’s easy to clean, disassemble and store.

High Quality - The handheld food chopper is made of 
highly resistant stainless steel, durable plastic. Use your 
chopper with the base or directly on your cutting board - 
you choose!

Extra Safe - Built to last, the durable plastic of this onion 
press chopper resists vigorous chopping. The vegetable 
chopper manual design protects your fingers from the 
blades when slicing.

Easy Cleaning & Storing - This vegetable and nut chop-
per is extra easy to assemble, disassemble and store. 
Rinse and throw in dishwasher top rack for easy cleanup. 
A chef’s dream!

TF1058A
Stainless Steel 
Chopper

Features:
 ❙ Easy push-down handle for quick chopping
 ❙ Includes covered container for convenient storage of 

chopped food
 ❙ No more tears while chopping onion with chopper
 ❙ Rotating mechanism
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TF1071B-1
X-CUT
Features:

 ❙ Easy push down motion for slicing
 ❙ Creates 8 evenly sliced fruit wedges
 ❙ Great for French fries & crudites
 ❙ Soft grip pusher ensures better protection
 ❙ Non-skid base
 ❙ Slice directly into container for no-mess prepping
 ❙ Sturdy stainless steel blades
 ❙ Space-saving, all parts store in unit
 ❙ Pieces come apart for easy cleaning

video
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TF1217 
9 in 1 Chopper Pro XL 
Glass Set
The Chopper PRO XL is great kitchen tool that includes 
spiralizer,chopper and mandoline that you need in your 
kitchen. The most important added feature of this set is 
XL glass container, which makes cooking in oven so easy. 
The new improved set is markedly stronger and advanced 
than other old versions.

The spiralizer allows you to make noodles,curls,and rib-
bons out of vegetables, the spiralizer is great for making
curly fries, gourmet salads, vegetable pastas,noodles & 
spaghetti,vegetable pizza toppings,garnishes,and soups.

The Chopper helps you to make French fries, salads, 
Mediterranean dishes,Sauces, Dips and more.

The mandoline is perfect for creating straight slices,grat-
ed cheese,courgette chips which are perfect for salad gar-
nish.

The glass container is perfect for casseroles,gratins and 
oven dishes of all kinds.
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Features:
 ❙ 8 interchangeable stainless steel blades included
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a flat 

surface
 ❙ Storage lid included
 ❙ Lockable chopping/spiralizing blade for easy re-

placement
 ❙ 2.65L glass container included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass container

TF1206
4 In 1 Fresh Prep 
Fruit & Veggie  
Slicer
This multi-functional tool cuts vegetables,chops potatoes 
for French fries,wedges citrus fruit.The stainless steel 
blades cut through fruits and vegetables swiftly and cleanly.

Features:
 ❙ Easy push down motion on pusher slicers food ef-

fortlessly
 ❙ Quickly & easily slice & core apples into 8 and 16 

even slices
 ❙ Great for French fries & crudites
 ❙ Non-skid base
 ❙ Slice directly into container for no-mess prepping
 ❙ Sturdy stainless steel blades
 ❙ Space-saving,all parts store in unit
 ❙ Pieces come apart for easy cleaning
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TF1279F 
Chopper Pro  
Glass set
The Chopper PRO is great kitchen tool that includes 
chopper and mandoline that you need in your kitchen. 
The most important added feature of this set is glass  
container, which makes cooking in oven so easy.

The Chopper helps you to make French fries, Salads, 
Mediterranean dishes,Sauces ,Dips and more.

The mandoline is perfect for creating straight slices, grat-
ed cheese,courgette chips which are perfect for salad gar-
nish.

The glass Container is perfect for Casseroles, Gratins and 
oven dishes of all kinds.
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TF1279B
Chop’N 
Slice
The Fullstar Chop’n Slice PRO lets you tackle all of your 
slicing,dicing and grating needs with just 1 convenient 
kitchen tool.

Dice onions quickly and skip the tears. Cube cheese in 
just seconds when unexpected guests drop by.Treat your 
family to healthy.The Chop ‘n Slice PRO lets you deftly 
prepare homemade breakfasts, lunches and dinners to 
tantalize your family’s taste buds.Everything you need in 
one simple solution.

Features:
 ❙ 8 interchangeable stainless steel blades included
 ❙ Basket can be used separately as a strainer
 ❙ 1.5L container included
 ❙ Finger guard for safety
 ❙ Rubberized non-skid base holds unit firmly on your countertop or table
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
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Features:
 ❙ 8 interchangeable stainless steel blades included
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a flat surface
 ❙ 1.5L glass container included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass container
 ❙ Basket can be used separately as a strainer

GLASS

video
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TF1185G 
MAGIC CHOPPER
DICING YOUR VEGGIES HAS NEVER BEEN SIMPLER.
You can dice an entire carrot or potato with little effort. With 
the easy to fit interchangeable blades the possibilities are 
virtually endless.

TF1289G 
Chopper Pro 
Glass set

Features:
 ❙ Three interchangeable inserts
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a 

flat surface
 ❙ 1.5L glass container included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Oven, Microwave, Freezer safe for glass container

TF879G 
Chopper Pro  
Glass set
Features:

 ❙ 8 interchangeable stainless steel blades included
 ❙ Soft grip handles are non-slip
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a flat 

surface
 ❙ 1.5L glass container included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass container

Features:
 ❙ 5 interchangeable stainless steel blades included
 ❙ Three setting for slicing
 ❙ Three setting for julienne slicing
 ❙ Basket can be used separately as a strainer
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a flat 

surface
 ❙ 1.5L glass container included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass container
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TF879B
Chop’N Slice
THIS UNIQUE CHOPPER/SLICER
INCLUDES EVERYTHING YOU NEED
to grate, slice, chop, dice or cut your veggies and chees-
es directly into the clear bowl.With seven interchangeable 
inserts you can julienne carrots, chop potatoes and more!

Features:
 ❙ Slicer/Regular Grater/Fine Grater/Coarse Julienne/

Fine Julienne/Chop & Dice
 ❙ Soft grip handles are non-slip
 ❙ Non-skid base ensures secure food preparation
 ❙ 1.2L bowl and cleaning tool included GLASS

GLASS GLASS

video

video
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 ❙ Easy push-down handle for quick chopping
 ❙ Includes covered container for convenient stor-

age of chopped food
 ❙ No more tears while chopping onion with chopper
 ❙ Rotating mechanism
 ❙ Soft-grip housing

 ❙ Easy push-down handle for quick chopping
 ❙ Includes covered container for convenient stor-

age of chopped food
 ❙ No more tears while chopping onion with chopper
 ❙ Rotating mechanism

 ❙ Easy push-down handle for quick chopping
 ❙ Includes covered container for convenient stor-

age of chopped food
 ❙ No more tears while chopping onion with chopper
 ❙ Rotating mechanism

 ❙ Easy push-down handle for quick chopping
 ❙ Includes covered container for convenient stor-

age of chopped food
 ❙ No more tears while chopping onion with chopper
 ❙ Rotating mechanism

TF827
FOOD CHOPPER

TF1058
Listen’N CHOP

TF837
FOOD CHOPPER

TF828
FOOD CHOPPER
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TF1202 
Mini Pull Cord 
Chopper
This multi-functional manual food processor lets you easi-
ly chop and puree. With no electricity needed, this kitchen 
chopper can be used wherever life takes you—camping 
with the family, in a small pantry, or in the office kitchen.

We make quality products at a quality price, for a cook-
ing experience that makes it fun to prepare healthy, tasty 
meals. Get the most out of the delicious meals you can 
create with this processor that is designed to make your 
life easy! It is our mission to bring quality, durability, and 
ease to your kitchen— and healthy, delicious foods to your 
table. Your satisfaction is our priority.

Features:
 ❙ This food processor can be used to prepare salsa, 

smoothies, coleslaw, breadcrumbs,soups and chop 
meat for burgers

 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage
 ❙ 400ml chopping bowl
 ❙ Includes chopper lid and chopper blade
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)

Features:
 ❙ Perfect cuts without electricity
 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage
 ❙ One set of adjustable spiralizer with spiked grip
 ❙ 400ml chopping bowl
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)
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TF1203
Pull Chopper  
PRO
This multi-functional manual food processor is perfect to 
chop and creat julienne spirals.With no electricity need-
ed, this kitchen chopper can be used wherever life takes 
you—camping with the family, in a small pantry, or in the 
office kitchen.

We make quality products at a quality price, for a cook-
ing experience that makes it fun to prepare healthy, tasty 
meals. Get the most out of the delicious meals you can 
create with this processor that is designed to make your 
life easy! It is our mission to bring quality, durability, and 
ease to your kitchen— and healthy, delicious foods to your 
table. Your satisfaction is our priority.
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TF1101AL
Pull Chopper
Pro XL
This multi-functional food processor allow you to easily 
chop, blend, puree and spiralize. Unlike other food chop-
pers with blades that can’t cut properly and pull cords that 
break, this veggie chopper is built to last. The pull cord is 
engineered to be used again and again without stripping. 
Five sturdy blades for chopping, as well as a two-set juli-
enne + ribbon-cut attachment perfect for spiralizing, the 
only thing breaking to pieces will be your food! This food 
processor can be used to prepare, salsa, smoothies, cole-
slaw, breadcrumbs, soups and chop meat for burgers. 
Chops onions with ease - nothing to cry about with this 
chopper! Use it all year long — chop salad in summer, spi-
ralize fall veggies like squash or zucchini — you’ll find that 
this pro tool helps you blend healthy cooking and great 
taste with ease!

Features:
 ❙ Perfect cuts without electricity
 ❙ Top sweeper arm keeps food from sticking
 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage
 ❙ 1.2L chopping bowl
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)
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Features:
 ❙ Perfect cuts without electricity
 ❙ Top sweeper arm keeps food from sticking
 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage
 ❙ 1.2L chopping bowl
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)

TF1111AL
Pull Chopper
Pro XL 
This multi-functional food processor allow you to easily 
chop, blend, puree and spiralize. Unlike other food chop-
pers with blades that can’t cut properly and pull cords that 
break, this veggie chopper is built to last. The pull cord is 
engineered to be used again and again without stripping. 
Five sturdy blades for chopping, as well as a two-set juli-
enne + ribbon-cut attachment perfect for spiralizing, the 
only thing breaking to pieces will be your food! This food 
processor can be used to prepare, salsa, smoothies, cole-
slaw, breadcrumbs, soups and chop meat for burgers. 
Chops onions with ease - nothing to cry about with this 
chopper! Use it all year long — chop salad in summer, spi-
ralize fall veggies like squash or zucchini — you’ll find that 
this pro tool helps you blend healthy cooking and great 
taste with ease!
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Features:
 ❙ This food processor can be used to prepare sal-

sa, smoothies,coleslaw,breadcrumbs,soups and 
chop meat for burgers

 ❙ Top sweeper arm keeps food from sticking 
 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage 
 ❙ 900ml chopping bowl Includes chopper lid and 

chopper blade
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)

Features:
 ❙ This food processor can be used to prepare sal-

sa, smoothies cocktails,breadcrumbs,soups and 
chop meat for burgers

 ❙ Top sweeper arm keeps food from sticking 
 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage 
 ❙ 1.2L chopping bowl 
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)

Features:
 ❙ This food processor can be used to prepare sal-

sa, smoothies cocktails,breadcrumbs,soups and 
chop meat for burgers

 ❙ Top sweeper arm keeps food from sticking 
 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage 
 ❙ 1.2L chopping bowl 
 ❙ Non-slip base
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)

TF1101L
PULL CHOPPER 
XL

TF1111L 
PULL CHOPPER 
XL

TF1221
Mini Pull Cord 
Chopper

TF1101A
Pull Chopper 
PRO

Features:
 ❙ This food processor can be used to prepare salsa, 

smoothies cocktails,breadcrumbs,soups and chop 
meat for burgers

 ❙ Collapsible handle folds on top for easy storage
 ❙ 400ml chopping bowl
 ❙ Includes chopper lid and chopper blade
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe (wash lid by hand)

video
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Easy kitchen. 
Easy life.

TF1006
ADJUSTABLE 
MANDOLIN  
SLICER
This deluxe set includes: detachable mandolin slicer, food 
container base, safety guard, and 4 stainless steel blades: 
vegetable slicer, fine grater, coarse cheese grater and juli-
enne slicer.It’s simple to cut softer fruits or vegetables and 
makes it easy to grate cheese and carrots.
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MANDOLINE SLICERS 

Features:
 ❙ Soft grip/non-skid base provides stability on flat 

surfaces
 ❙ Three easily adjustable thickness settings: 1 mm, 

3mm & 5mm
 ❙ Create consistently perfect cuts every time
 ❙ Food container base catches all cuts & keeps them 

together
 ❙ Rotator lock helps to keep blades secure
 ❙ Easy to clean (Top rack dishwasher safe)
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Features:
 ❙ 5 interchangeable blades included
 ❙ 7 easily adjustable thickness setting: 1mm,2mm, 

3mm,4mm,5mm,6mm,7mm
 ❙ Food holder securely holds food and protects fin-

gers, and textured runway keeps food from sticking
 ❙ Blades container for storage
 ❙ Slip-resistant rubber feet add stability
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe

TF1227
Adjustable Foldable 
Mandolin Slicer
Multi-Blade Mandoline Slicer - Looking for a powerful way 
to upgrade your cooking results? Fullstar’s mandoline 
slicer makes chopping fruits and veggies easier and safer 
than ever and looks elegant in any kitchen.

49 Different Cuts - Looking for handy kitchen tools? This 
potato slicer comes with 5 interchangeable stainless steel 
blades for you to choose. Discover up to 49 different re-
sults by adjusting the width anywhere between 1 to 7mm.
Quality Master Slicer - Made with quality, BPA-free, dish-
washer safe materials, this slicer is an absolute kitchen 
must-have. Its sleek design is durable, easy to clean and 
store. Effortlessly slice potatoes, onions and more like a 
pro chef!

Mess Free Meal Prep - Keep countertops mess-free with 
this mandoline slicer’s catching tray that also doubles as 
storage for the blades. Once you’re done, just pop this 
7-in-1 fruit and vegetable slicer in the dishwasher for easy 
clean!
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TF1227S 
Stainless Steel 
Mandolin Slicer
Multi-Blade Mandoline Slicer - Looking for a powerful way 
to upgrade your cooking results? Fullstar’s mandoline 
slicer with stainless steel finish makes chopping fruits and 
veggies easier and safer than ever and looks elegant in 
any kitchen.

49 Different Cuts - Looking for handy kitchen tools? This 
potato slicer comes with 5 interchangeable stainless steel 
blades for you to choose. Discover up to 49 different re-
sults by adjusting the width anywhere between 1 to 7mm.
Quality Master Slicer - Made with quality, BPA-free, dish-
washer safe materials, this slicer is an absolute kitchen 
must-have. Its sleek design is durable, easy to clean and 
store. Effortlessly slice potatoes, onions and more like a 
pro chef!

Mess Free Meal Prep - Keep countertops mess-free with 
this mandoline slicer’s catching tray that also doubles as 
storage for the blades. Once you’re done, just pop this 
7-in-1 fruit and vegetable slicer in the dishwasher for easy 
clean!

Features:
 ❙ 5 interchangeable blades included
 ❙ 7 easily adjustable thickness setting: 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 7mm
 ❙ Food holder securely holds food and protects fingers, and textured 

            runway keeps food from sticking
 ❙ Blades container for storage
 ❙ Slip-resistant rubber feet add stability
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
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TF867C
6 IN 1
Mandolin &  
Spiralizer
Greatest functionality on the market - 6 interchangeable 
blades meet all your slicing and grating needs whilst our 
spiralizers are perfect for zoodles, healthy vegetable pas-
tas and gorgeous garnishes.

Compact and practical - Our vegetable mandoline slic-
er can be fully disassembled with ease and the included 
blade box means that worrying about storage and orga-
nization is a thing of the past. Plus this kitchen gadget is 
dishwasher safe and comes with a specialized cleaning 
tool, making cleaning a breeze!

Keeping you and your family safe - we know our stain-
less steel blades are high quality and razor sharp. Our 
set therefore comes with a finger guard to keep you safe 
whilst you are using the spiral slicer and a cleaning brush 
and blade organizer for when you aren’t. The ABS plastic 
is nontoxic and BPA free guaranteeing healthy meals for 
your family.

No mess and no slips - our catch tray makes cooking so 
much more convenient, no mess and no messing around! 
It makes cleaning effortless and our non-slip base also 
makes your slicing and grating that much easier.

Features:
 ❙ Ideal for cutting, grating, julienne slicing and spiral slicing
 ❙ Three interchangeable stainless-steel blades included 
 ❙ Thumb dial to control slice thickness
 ❙ Three settings for standard slicing and three settings for julienne slicing
 ❙ One set of spiral slicers with spiked grip and transparent cylinder
 ❙ Non-skid base keeps mandolin in place while working on flat surface
 ❙ One frame with detachable 1.5L food collecting container included
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe  

TF1102B 
Adjustable Mando-
lin & Spiralizer
This versatile set includes: adjustable mandolin slicer, de-
tachable food container, three stainless steel blades, and 
one set of spiral slicers. 

The thumb dial makes it easy to change settings to control 
the thickness. 

Extra container frame supports and stabilizes the mando-
lin base. 

This tool allows you to create healthy veggies and cheese 
in minutes.
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Features:
 ❙ Four interchangeable blades included
 ❙ Three settings for slice
 ❙ Three settings for julienne slice
 ❙ Thumb switch to control slice thickness
 ❙ Side grooves fit bowls of different sizes
 ❙ Soft-grip handle provides non-slip protection

TF1007
Adjustable Easy 
Slicer
THE ADJUSTABLE EASY SLICER is ideal for cutting, slic-
ing and julienne with its angled blade that provides more 
efficient slicing.

The mandolin’s non-skid base and ridges keep it stable on 
cutting surfaces.

TF1062
ADJUSTABLE 
STAINLESS
STEEL MANDOLIN
Speed up meal prep with this adjustable stainless steel 
mandolin. Quickly and uniformly slice onions, cucumbers,  
potatoes and more.

Add freshly grated cheeses to salads, casseroles and 
all your favorite recipes. The versatile, interchangeable 
blades snap in and out in seconds.
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Features:
 ❙ Four razor-sharp blades: julienne slicer, slicer, coarse grater & fine grater
 ❙ Sliding hand guard/food holder protects fingers from blades
 ❙ Blade container for storage
 ❙ FDA & LFGB approved stainless steel; non-toxic, BPA-free ABS plastic
 ❙ Slip-resistant rubber feet add stability
 ❙ Easy to clean (top - rack dishwasher safe)
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TF1006G
Adjustable Glass 
Mandolin Slicer
This adjustable mandolin can slice, cut,grate and juli-
enne.The interchangeable inserts enable you to slice 
and grate a variety of foods quickly and easily. This tool  
allows you to create healthy veggies and cheese in min-
utes.

New oven-baking glass Bowl!

The glass bowl oven suitable up to 400°C

All work steps can be done in one bowl – prepare, bake 
and serve! The glass bowl is suitable for baking ovens 
up to 400°C and freezes up to-18°C. Perfect for Casse-
roles, Gratins and oven dishes of all kinds! HEALTHIER 
ALTERNATIVE TO PLASTIC CONTAINER Made From 
Borosilicate Glass,which make it stronger. MICROWAVE, 
OVEN AND FREEZER-SAFE glass.No warping at tem-
peratures up to 400°C

Features:
 ❙ 4 interchangeable blades included 
 ❙ Three setting for slicing
 ❙ Three setting for julienne slicing 
 ❙ Side grooves fit bowls of different sizes
 ❙ Metal graters and blades retain sharpness for long term use
 ❙ Plastic parts are BPA FREE
 ❙ 1.5L Glass container included
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a flat surface
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass container
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Features:
 ❙ Six interchangeable blades included
 ❙ Metal graters and blades retain sharpness for long 

term use
 ❙ Plastic parts are BPA FREE
 ❙ 1.5L Glass container included
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a flat 

surface
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass container

Features:
 ❙ 3 interchangeable blades included
 ❙ 3 setting for slicing+3 setting for julienne slicing
 ❙ 1.5L Glass container included
 ❙ Silicone pad serves as heat-resistant coaster
 ❙ Silicone pad ensures stability while working on a 

flat surface
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass container

TF1290G
Adjustable Glass 
Mandolin Slicer

TF1167G
6 in 1 Mandolin 
slicer

video
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TF1045
Adjustable  
Mandolin Slicer
ONE TOOL, EIGHT FUNCTIONS 
Discover how quick and easy it is to slice and julienne 
veggies using these interchangeable blades and multiple 
settings.

Features:
 ❙ Four interchangeable blades included
 ❙ Three settings for slicing
 ❙ Three settings for julienne
 ❙ Non-skid base keeps mandolin in place on flat surface
 ❙ 1.2L container included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
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Features:
 ❙ Adjustable mandolin slicer Great for slicing
 ❙ 3 settings with one blade
 ❙ Adjust cutting thickness with easy to use thumb 

control
 ❙ Side grooves fit bowls of different sizes
 ❙ Non slip base ensures safe and stable use
 ❙ Soft grip handle

TF1005
Adjustable Easy 
Slicer

Features:
 ❙ Adjustable mandolin slicer Ideal for cutting,slicing 

and Julienne slicing
 ❙ 2 interchangeable blades included
 ❙ Adjust cutting thickness with easy to use thumb 

control
 ❙ Side grooves fit bowls of different sizes
 ❙ Non slip base ensures safe and stable use
 ❙ Soft grip handle

TF1004
Adjustable Easy 
Slicer
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TF901C
Salad Spinner
3-in-1 Multifunctional Kitchen Gadget. All parts are sep-
arated for easy use and cleaning. You can use the clear 
base as a serving bowl or salad mixer and the basket as a 
convenient colander or vegetable washing basket. That’s 
more space in your cupboards and fewer dishes to wash. 

Built-In Drainage System. You can wash and dry greens, 
fruits, and vegetables, without removing the lid. Just add 
water through the lid as you spin wash, tip salad spinner
to pour out water through the opening in the lid, and spin 
again to remove excess water and dry.

Smart Design. Non-skid base provides stability and con-
trol, so the bowl remains steady on your countertop while 
using the salad spinner dryer. Two locking clamps on the
lid prevent water and greens from flying around your kitch-
en and making a mess.

Not Just For Salad. Use it as a vegetable spinner when 
cleaning veggies or as a fruit washer before enjoying your 
berries. You can even use it to spin out any remaining wa-
ter from pasta, so your sauces stick better, or to remove 
excess oil from french fries. It’s one of the most useful gad-
gets in any kitchen.
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Features:
 ❙ Wash, spin, & dry your salad greens, fruits and veg-

etables
 ❙ Convenient and easy rotary safety handle makes 

spinning effortless
 ❙ Clear serving/storage bowl
 ❙ Add and drain water without removing lid. 
 ❙ Locks to securely close spinner
 ❙ All parts separate for easy cleaning and drying
 ❙ 4.5L glass bowl included

TF901T
Glass Salad 
Spinner

Features:
 ❙ 5.5L bowl included
 ❙ Clear lid lets you see inside and comes apart for 

easy cleaning
 ❙ Non-slip bowl ensures stability and doubles as a 

serving piece
 ❙ Stop button for quick braking
 ❙ Bowl and basket are top-rack dishwasher safe.

TF959
FAST SALAD 
SPINNER

TF1223T
Salad 
Spinner

Features:
3-in-1 Multifunctional Kitchen Gadget. All parts are sep-
arated for easy use and cleaning. You can use the clear 
base as a serving bowl or salad mixer and the basket as a 
convenient colander or vegetable washing basket. That’s 
more space in your cupboards and fewer dishes to wash. 

Built-In Drainage System. You can wash and dry greens, 
fruits, and vegetables, without removing the lid. Just add 
water through the lid as you spin wash, tip salad spinner
to pour out water through the opening in the lid, and spin 
again to remove excess water and dry.

Smart Design. Non-skid base provides stability and con-
trol, so the bowl remains steady on your countertop while 
using the salad spinner dryer. Two locking clamps on the
lid prevent water and greens from flying around your kitch-
en and making a mess.

Not Just For Salad. Use it as a vegetable spinner when 
cleaning veggies or as a fruit washer before enjoying your 
berries. You can even use it to spin out any remaining wa-
ter from pasta, so your sauces stick better, or to remove 
excess oil from french fries. It’s one of the most useful gad-
gets in any kitchen.
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TF901
Jumbo Salad  
Spinner
Features:

 ❙ This Jumbo salad spinner dries salad with just a few 
spins.

 ❙ Wash, spin &dry your salad greens, fruits and vege-
tables.

 ❙ Convenient safety handle.
 ❙ Clear serving/storage bowl.
 ❙ Add and drain water without removing lid.
 ❙ Locks to securely close spinner
 ❙ All parts separate for easy cleaning and drying.
 ❙ 5.0L bowl included.
 ❙ Easy rotary handle makes spinning effortless.
 ❙ Non-skid base.
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TF915
SALAD SPINNER
This lever salad spinner is easy to operate with just one 
hand.A few press of the handle produces powerful cen-
trifugal force,separating water from greens and enhanc-
ing flavor.Leaves stay crisp,allowing dressing to adhere 
better.
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Features:
 ❙ This salad spinner dries salad with just a few spins.
 ❙ Wash,spin & dry your salad greens,fruits and vegeta-

bles
 ❙ Effortless lever and one handed lever action
 ❙ Unique brake mechanism in the lid instantly stops 

spinning with push of a button
 ❙ The handle folds flat for easy storage
 ❙ Non-slip ring keeps the bowl steady on the countertop 

while in use
 ❙ Transparent bowl can be used for serving salads
 ❙ 4.5L bowl included
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Features:
 ❙ Simply turn the ergonomic knob to start  

            basket spinning.
 ❙ A non-slip ring keeps the bowl steady on the  

           countertop while in use.
 ❙ Basket and bowl are dishwasher safe.
 ❙ Convenient brake button on the lid stops 

            the spinning basket.
 ❙ Transparent bowl can be used for serving salads.
 ❙ 4.5L bowl included

Features:
 ❙ Wash,spin,& dry your salad greens,fruits and veg-

etables
 ❙ Convenient and easy rotary safety handle makes 

spinning effortless
 ❙ Clear serving/storage bowl
 ❙ Add and drain water without removing lid.
 ❙ All parts separate for easy cleaning and drying
 ❙ 3.4L bowl included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe

TF912
Salad 
Spinner

TF939
Salad 
Spinner

Features:
 ❙ Simply turn the ergonomic knob to start  

            basket spinning.
 ❙ Transparent bowl can be used for serving salads.
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ 4.5L bowl included

Features:
 ❙ Wash,spin,& dry your salad greens,fruits and veg-

etables
 ❙ Convenient and easy rotary safety handle makes 

spinning effortless
 ❙ Simply turn the ergonomic knob to start basket 

spinning.
 ❙ Clear serving/storage bowl
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe

TF950
Salad 
Spinner

TF904 
Mini Salad 
Spinner
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Features:
 ❙ Wash,spin,& dry your salad greens,fruits and vege-

tables
 ❙ Convenient and easy rotary safety handle makes 

spinning effortless
 ❙ Clear serving/storage bowl
 ❙ Add and drain water without removing lid 
 ❙ Locks to securely close spinner
 ❙ All parts separate for easy cleaning and drying
 ❙ 4.5L glass bowl included
 ❙ Top rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Oven,Microwave,Freezer safe for glass bowl

TF901G
Glass Salad 
Spinner

Features:
 ❙ This salad spinner dries salad with just a few spins.
 ❙ Wash, spin &dry your Salad greens, fruits and veg-

etables.
 ❙ Convenient safety handle.
 ❙ Clear serving/storage bowl.
 ❙ Add and drain water without removing lid.Locks to 

securely close spinner.
 ❙ All parts separate for easy cleaning and drying.
 ❙ 3.5L bowl included.
 ❙ Easy rotary handle makes spinning effortless.
 ❙ Non-skid base.

TF1223
Salad Spinner

Features:
 ❙ Six interchangeable blades included
 ❙ Easy rotary handle makes spinning effortless
 ❙ All parts separate for easy cleaning and drying
 ❙ 4.5L bowl included
 ❙ Soft grip handle provides non-slip protection
 ❙ Non-skid base

TF951B-S
All In One Salad 
Chef Set
ALL IN ONE SALAD MAKER
In addition to extracting water from greens, this unique 
spinner allows you to slice, chop and cut veggies directly 
into your salad, then serve and store.
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Easy kitchen. 
Easy life.

TF1104B
Adjustable  
Spiralizer 4 in 1 

Features:
 ❙ Simply switch the blade with the 3 push buttons to 

get the desired model. Food holder/cap ensures 
non-slip grip for comfortable spiralizing and at the 
same time protects your hands from the blades when 
in use.

 ❙ Creates uniform, curly noodles from zucchinis, cu-
cumbers and other long vegetables, perfect for mak-
ing low-carb meals or garnishes.

 ❙ Unique open blade design also accommodates 
round vegetables like regular or sweet potatoes for 
healthy and simple curly fries.

 ❙ Pronged food holder keeps hands safe and acts as a 
cap to protect the blade for safe storage.

 ❙ Comes apart for easy cleaning and is dishwasher 
safe.
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TF1133 
8 in 1 Spiralizer/
Juicer/Grater
The twist action makes it simple to create spiral slices 
and it also grates and makes fresh juices. Spiralize noo-
dles and julienne slices. This tool makes it fun, quick and 
easy to create stir-fries, salads, and even vegetable pasta. 
Enjoy fresh juices orange, grapefruit, apple or a custom 
blend of fruits. Grate a variety of vegetables including car-
rots, zucchini, cucumbers, squash, radishes and more!

Features:
 ❙ 5 interchangable blades
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe, easy to clean

Features:
 ❙ 2 interchangable blades
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe, easy to clean
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TF1072-5
Grip handy Spiralizer 
with Peeler

TF1076A
3 in 1 Spiralizer/
Juicer/Peeler
Features:

 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Easy to clean
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Features:
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe
 ❙ Easy to clean

TF1100
SPIRALIZER/ 
JUICER/GRATER

Features:
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe, easy to clean

TF1076-1
Spiral 
Slicer

Features:
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe, easy to clean

TF1104A
Adjustable  
Spiralizer 
A GREAT TWIST ON SPIRAL SLICING
The twist action makes simple to create slices.Makes it 
fun, quick and easy to create stir-fries,salads and even 
vegetable pasta.You can create noodles and Julienne spi-
rals from a great variety of vegetables including carrots, 
zucchini,cucmbers,squash,raddish and more.
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Features:
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe, easy to clean

TF1076
Spiral Slicer &  
Juicer 2 in 1

TF1209
4 In 1  
Spiralizer/Peeler
The twist action makes simple to create ribbons and slic-
es.Make it fun,quick and easy to ceate stir-fries,salads 
and even vegetable pasta.Also you can easy and fast to 
peel or julienne vegetable and fruit.

Features:
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe

Features:
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe,easy to clean

Features:
 ❙ Easy to use/easy to store
 ❙ Built in finger-guard for safety
 ❙ Top-rack dishwasher safe, easy to clean

TF1100S
SPIRALIZER
The twist action makes it simple to create way more than 
just spiral slices. This tool makes it fun, quick and easy to 
create stir-fries, salads and even vegetable pasta. 

TF1072-1
SPIRALIZER
The twist action makes simple to create ribbons and slices 
Makes it fun, quick and easy to create stir-fries.salads and 
even vegetable pasta. You can create noodles and Juli-
enne spirals from a great variety of vegetables including 
carrots,zucchini,cucumbers,squash,radish and more. 
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Easy kitchen. 
Easy life.

TF1064C 
BOX GRATER 

 ❙ More Than A Food Shredder And Peeler. Includes 3 
different grating surfaces, removable non-slip base, 
2 different measurement units, a thick and comfort-
able handle, and an additional vegetable peeler. This 
versatile kitchen gadget will streamline your cooking 
by multitasking as a ginger grater, carrot shredder, 
parmesan cheese grater and much more.

 ❙ Cheese Grater With Storage Container And Mea-
surements. The smart base of this potato grater 
saves you time and space by storing your freshly 
grated food, while the clear sides provide two units of 
measurement: cups and milliliters. There’s no messy 
kitchen, no need for extra utensils to grate into or 
measuring devices. The non-slip base and thick han-
dle provide grip and comfort.

 ❙ Effortless Blade Switching. This kitchen grater offers 
3 different grating surfaces: coarse, medium, and 
fine. Switching between surfaces is zero-hassle, with 
no need for multiple different graters. The compact 
design fits conveniently into drawers and saves you 
kitchen space.

 ❙ Multifunctional Y-Peeler Included. It features sharp 
peeler and julienne blades and potato eye and ap-
ple spot removers on the sides. The handle is large, 
comfortable, and sturdy. So for anything that your 
versatile handheld cheese grater cannot do in the 
kitchen, the peeler can fill in.
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TF1074C
BOX GRATER
More Than A Food Shredder And Peeler. Includes 3 differ-
ent grating surfaces, removable non-slip base, 2 different 
measurement units, a thick and comfortable handle, and 
an additional vegetable peeler. This versatile kitchen gad-
get will streamline your cooking by multitasking as a gin-
ger grater, carrot shredder, parmesan cheese grater and 
much more.

Cheese Grater With Storage Container And Measure-
ments. The smart base of this potato grater saves you 
time and space by storing your freshly grated food, while 
the clear sides provide two units of measurement: cups 
and milliliters. There’s no messy kitchen, no need for extra 
utensils to grate into or measuring devices. The non-slip 
base and thick handle provide grip and comfort.

Effortless Blade Switching. This kitchen grater offers 3 dif-
ferent grating surfaces: coarse, medium, and fine. Switch-
ing between surfaces is zero-hassle, with no need for 
multiple different graters. The compact design fits conve-
niently into drawers and saves you kitchen space.
Multifunctional Y-Peeler Included. It features sharp peeler 
and julienne blades and potato eye and apple spot remov-
ers on the sides. The handle is large, comfortable, and 
sturdy. So for anything that your versatile handheld cheese 
grater cannot do in the kitchen, the peeler can fill in.
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TF1043C 
Rotary Cheese 
Grater
Versatile Rotary Grater with Fine and Coarse Grind. The 2 
interchangeable grating drums extend the functionality of 
this hand cheese grater from hard cheeses to chocolate, 
nuts, vegetables, and more. This makes our handheld 
cheese grater a must-have multifunctional kitchen gadget!

Designed for Style and Comfort. The ergonomic handle pro-
vides comfort, while the grating lever helps keep your cheese 
in place for even grating. The elegant and stylish finish 
stands out above regular white cheese graters for kitchen so 
you can impress your guests at your next dinner party!

TF1043-1
Rotary Cheese 
Grater
Versatile Rotary Grater with Fine and Coarse Grind. The 2 
interchangeable grating drums extend the functionality of 
this hand cheese grater from hard cheeses to chocolate, 
nuts, vegetables, and more. This makes our handheld 
cheese grater a must-have multifunctional kitchen gadget!

Designed for Style and Comfort. The ergonomic handle pro-
vides comfort, while the grating lever helps keep your cheese 
in place for even grating. The elegant and stylish finish 
stands out above regular white cheese graters for kitchen so 
you can impress your guests at your next dinner party!
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TF871 
Meat Tenderizer

Features:
 ❙ Sharp Needle: Stainless Steel of Sharp Needle made 

by this Meat Tenderizer and Easy for Pounding chick-
en, steak, beef, and other through cuts of meat.

 ❙ Reduce Marinade & Cooking Time: These tiny chan-
nels within the meat allow marinades to be fully ab-
sorbed into the meat in just about 5 minutes. They 
also allow heat to penetrate more quickly to reduce 
cooking time by up to 40%. Less cooking time means 
less loss of natural flavors and juices.

TF834A
APPLE CUTTER
MADE OF FOOD-GRADE MATERIALS:The blade of the 
vegetable cutter is made of high-quality stainless steel, 
which is sharp and wear-resistant, not easy to rust, and 
has excellent corrosion resistance. The wedger is de-
signed with anti-slip TPR handles for a comfortable grip 
which will not hurt your hands.

CAN CUT QUICKLY AND EVENLY:The ergonomically de-
signed press type fruit cutter can cut the fruit quickly and 
directly remove the core, completely bid farewell to the 
trouble that the traditional fruit knife cannot be cored. You 
can use a fruit platter to quickly make fruit plates and dish-
es.

Features:
 ❙ Easy to use: The cutting teeth of the garlic mincer 

are inclined in two directions, so the cutting efficien-
cy is higher.

 ❙ Safe and clean: This mincer can easily grind the 
whole clove of garlic into perfect minced garlic with-
out a cutting board, and it will not leave the smell of 
garlic on the hands.

Features:
 ❙ This grater has two blades to grate or shred foods.
 ❙ Storage container catches grated foods with no 

mess.
 ❙ Suitable for grating hard or soft cheese.
 ❙ Ergonomically designed with a cheese catcher 

which allows you to pour cheese directly to the dish. 
 ❙ Dishwasher safe.

TF839 
Garlic Twist

TF863C
2 IN 1
CHEESE GRATER
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TF830
Egg Slicer
Features:

 ❙ VERSATILE EGG CUTTER – Multifunctional Kitch-
en Gadget Helps You Slice & Wedge Perfectly Uni-
form Pieces of Hard Boiled Eggs for Salad & More.

 ❙ HAND HELD CONVENIENCE – Manual Egg Chop-
per is Quick & Easy to Operate; Simply Place Egg on 
Surface, Pull Down Handle & Enjoy Precision Slices

 ❙ 2 SLICING OPTIONS – Double Chamber Design In-
cludes Sections for Cutting Egg Into Crosswise Slic-
es or Into 6 Even Wedges; Keep Rotating Egg to Dice 
Smaller.

 ❙ HEAVY DUTY CONSTRUCTION – Base & Handle 
are Made of Highly Durable ABS Plastic; Rust Proof 
Stainless Steel Wire Blades Provide Extra Sharp Cut.

TF1064-1
BOX GRATER
This boxed grater has two sides to slice, grate or shred 
foods.

Features:
 ❙ Soft grip handle
 ❙ Storage container catches sliced/grated foods with 

no mess
 ❙ Blades are stored in housing when not in use
 ❙ Non-slip bottom
 ❙ Blades snap in & out easily
 ❙ Easy removable bottom to access sliced/grated 

foods

Features:
 ❙ Easy to Operate - Stainless steel sharp blade 

makes effortless grating. 360°drum blade makes 
efficient shredding, and the cheese can be grinded 
into smaller pieces than the regular one.

 ❙ Multipurpose Handheld Grater - Not only for grat-
ing cheese, but also chocolate, nuts, pistachio, al-
monds, breadcrumbs and more which is perfect for 
using on pasta and casseroles, baked goods, des-
sert recipes and so on.

Features:
 ❙ 3 Different Grate Sizes - This grater set includes a 

fine blade grater,   a coarse blade grater and a slicer 
blade. Which are useful tools for meeting your dif-
ferent needs in kitchen.

 ❙ Premium Quality - Made of  stainless steel blades, 
sturdy and durable. Comfortable handle absorbs 
pressure from hands.

 ❙ Versatile - Cut wide strips of a wide variety of food, 
perfect for hard to firm blocks of cheese, fruits, veg-
etables chocolate and more.

TF870
CHEESE 
GRATER

TF848
3 IN 1 ERGONOMIC  
GRATER
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TF607C 
ICE CUBE 
TRAY(2PK)
Features:

 ❙ Easy release-Ice cubes release easily with just a 
twist. No need to wait for the ice cubes to melt a bit. 

 ❙ Ice Tray with lid - Our ice trays come with high qual-
ity removable lids, perfect for preventing unwanted 
spills and tastes in your ice. Just fill, cover and freeze! 

 ❙ A great space saver - These ice cube trays are stack-
able, saving space in your freezer and keeping it neat 
and organized. 

 ❙ Make Enough Ice Cube - The 2 pack ice cube trays of 
total 28 ice cubes meet your need of many ice cubes 
at party or restaurant.

TF607C-1 
ICE CUBE 
TRAY(4PK)
Features:

 ❙ Easy release-Ice cubes release easily with just a 
twist. No need to wait for the ice cubes to melt a bit. 

 ❙ Ice Tray with lid - Our ice trays come with high qual-
ity removable lids, perfect for preventing unwanted 
spills and tastes in your ice. Just fill, cover and freeze! 

 ❙ A great space saver - These ice cube trays are stack-
able, saving space in your freezer and keeping it neat 
and organized. 

 ❙ Make Enough Ice Cube - The 4 pack ice cube trays of 
total 56 ice cubes meet your need of many ice cubes 
at party or restaurant.

TF607
ICE CUBE TRAY
Features:

 ❙ Easy release-Ice cubes release easily with just a 
twist. No need to wait for the ice cubes to melt a bit. 

 ❙ Ice Tray with lid - Our ice trays come with high qual-
ity removable lids, perfect for preventing unwanted 
spills and tastes in your ice. Just fill, cover and freeze! 

 ❙ A great space saver - These ice cube trays are stack-
able, saving space in your freezer and keeping it neat 
and organized. 

TF1248
ICE CUBE TRAY

Features:
 ❙ Easy release-Ice cubes release easily with just a 

twist. No need to wait for the ice cubes to melt a bit. 
 ❙ Stackable Ice Tray with lid and Bin Combo: Our 4 in 1 

Bundle includes a stackable 55 nugget ice cube tray, 
cover, ice bin and scoop. Freeze your ice and dump 
into ice bin for easy access.

 ❙ Easy to clean – Dishwasher safe. 
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TF1207
Galloon Water
Bottle
Track How Much You Drink - Our one gallon water bottle 
comes with time markers + motivational quotes on the 
side so you can see your daily water intake and stay on 
track meet your health and fitness goals.

Large 1 Gallon Capacity - Our gallon water bottles are  
durable, light and portable. Drink all the water you need 
and forget about refills: this daily water bottle is perfect for 
an on-the-go lifestyle!

2 Different Lids Included - This 1 gallon water jug includes 
2 interchangeable 100% leak-proof lids, one with a sili-
cone straw and one without. Switch style according to 
your drinking preference, activity and more!

Bonus accessories - All our water jugs include a useful 
handling strap as well as a bonus cleaning brush to make 
cleaning our bottle even easier.

TF1216
Half Gallon Water 
Bottle

Features:
 ❙ Track how much you drink - Our one gallon wa-

ter bottle comes with time markers + motivational 
quotes on the side so you can see your daily water 
intake and stay on track to meet your health and fit-
ness goals.

 ❙ Large 1/2 gallon (64 ounce) capacity - Our half gal-
lon water jug is durable, light and portable. Forget 
about refills: this motivational water bottle is perfect 
for an on-the-go lifestyle!

 ❙ 2 different lids included - This large water bottle in-
cludes 2 interchangeable 100% leak-proof lids, one 
with a silicone straw and one without. Switch style 
according to your drinking preference, activity and 
more!

 ❙ Bonus accessories - Our big water bottle with time 
marker is bpa-free and includes a useful handling 
strap and a bonus cleaning brush to make cleaning 
even easier.
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TF1243
Dog Slow Feeder
Bowl
Slows Your Pet Down - Our slow feeding dog bowl is per-
fect for helping food-driven dogs take their time. Slowing 
down stops bloating and discomfort, much better for their 
overall digestive health.
 
Adjustable Groove Heights - The grooves on this dog 
puzzle feeder are height adjustable meaning they can be 
made to fit any size of dog. Breaking boredom and making 
mealtimes fun without the risk of vomiting or choking.

Mutli-Purpose Dog Puzzle Bowl - This dog slow feeder 
bowl is perfect for use with dry food, wet food or water. Ide-
al for any meal for any medium or large dog.

Non-Slip Base and Food-Safe Materials - With a non-slip 
base this puzzle dog food bowl will never be moved about 
by any eager pets. Plus, the bowl is made from non-tox-
ic food-safe materials, guaranteeing the wellness of your 
dog. 

Easy to Clean and Dishwasher-Safe - Our maze dog food 
bowl is dishwasher-safe and fully scratch-resistant, mak-
ing cleaning a breeze.
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Features:
 ❙ Slows Your Pet Down
 ❙ Adjustable Groove Heights
 ❙ Mutli-Purpose Dog Puzzle Bowl
 ❙ Non-Slip Base and Food-Safe Materials
 ❙ Easy to Clean and Dishwasher-Safe

PET & GARDEN PRODUCTS 
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TF1245
Dog Slow Feeder
Bowl
Slows Your Pet Down - Our slow feeding dog bowl is per-
fect for helping food-driven dogs take their time. Slowing 
down stops bloating and discomfort, much better for their 
overall digestive health.
 
Adjustable Groove Heights - The grooves on this dog 
puzzle feeder are height adjustable meaning they can be 
made to fit any size of dog. Breaking boredom and making 
mealtimes fun without the risk of vomiting or choking.

Mutli-Purpose Dog Puzzle Bowl - This dog slow feeder 
bowl is perfect for use with dry food, wet food or water. Ide-
al for any meal for any medium or large dog.

Non-Slip Base and Food-Safe Materials - With a non-slip 
base this puzzle dog food bowl will never be moved about 
by any eager pets. Plus, the bowl is made from non-tox-
ic food-safe materials, guaranteeing the wellness of your 
dog. 

Easy to Clean and Dishwasher-Safe - Our maze dog food 
bowl is dishwasher-safe and fully scratch-resistant, mak-
ing cleaning a breeze.

Features:
 ❙ Slows Your Pet Down
 ❙ Adjustable Groove Heights
 ❙ Mutli-Purpose Dog Puzzle Bowl
 ❙ Non-Slip Base and Food-Safe Materials
 ❙ Easy to Clean and Dishwasher-Safe

Features:
 ❙ Ergonomic Rubber Handle
 ❙ Protective Case Included
 ❙ 2 in 1 Design Perfect for Cats and Dogs
 ❙ Travel Friendly and Easy to Clean
 ❙ Dog and Cat Comb for all Shapes and Sizes

TF1239
Pet Grooming Brush
2 Grooming Tools In 1 Bundle - Get the two most essen-
tial  dog and cat grooming tools in one bundle! start with 
the dematting comb to remove stubborn mats and tan-
gles and finish with the deshedding tool for thinning and 
deshedding. 

Reduce Shedding By Up To 95% - no more pet hair all 
over  the house! use the deshedding tool and dematting 
comb regularly and reduce shedding by up to 95% with-
out damaging your pet’s coat. Suitable for all dog and cat 
breeds. 

Safe For Your Pet - the dematting comb’s sharp teeth 
ensures that it can cut through the toughest mats and 
it won’t tug your pet’s hair. The rounded ends on the 
teeth prevent scratching your pet´s skin. Regular brush-
ing will make your pet’s coat and skin healthier while 
promoting bonding with your pet. It will also reduce the 
likelihood of allergic reactions in your home caused by 
animal dander so it helps keeping your family healthy.  

Premium Quality - the high-quality stainless-steel 
deshedding tool and dematting comb is built to last. the 
strong non-slip rubber handle is ergonomically designed 
for a comfortable grip.
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TF1236  
PLANT POTS(2PK )
Indoor & Outdoor Use:A simple modern aesthetic and 
clean matte finish planters indoor plants will perfectly 
match any home or office decor. it can bear extreme tem-
perature environment and suitable for indoor and out-
door . With better breathability and water absorption, it’s 
beneficial to the healthy growth of plants.

Practical Set of 2:This set features 2 pieces, 8 inch in di-
ameter each.Planters are lightweight and easy-to-han-
dle.The indoor & outdoor planters sizes fit nearly all small 
to medium-sized indoor house plants and herb spice gar-
dens. Works well with orchid, cactus, succulents, aloe 
vera, basil, flowers, Peace Lily,air plants, snake plant.

Easy drain houses movable tray: Excess water flows 
out the dual drainage holes to prevent overwatering and 
flooding. Plates capture overflow water for easy cleanup. 
It is recommended to shop a layer of filler in the bottom of 
the flower pot.

Environmental Material:Made of durable recyclable plas-
tic,solid plastic plant pots protect plants and soil. Premi-
um polypropylene planters feel sturdy in hand but not too 
heavy.

TF1234
PLANT POTS(6PK )
Trendy Planting Pots For Every Style. Are you a fan of 
minimalistic accessories? Or does your heart beat faster 
for pop colors? Whatever your style, our plastic planters 
for indoor plants with stylish grooves will look impressive 
in your space. Upgrade your decor with our stylish pots!
Easy To Clean. We’ve designed these plant pots with 
convenience for you in mind, so they’re easy to clean 
with a wet cloth. Our pots for outdoor plants feature re-
movable trays that collect and minimize excess from 
watering, so you don’t have to waste time cleaning up 
unnecessary leaks.

Made With Durable Plastic. This medium to small pot for 
plants selection is made with durable materials because 
we know accidents happen. Our solid plastic plant pots 
for indoor plants are designed not to break easily, so your 
plants can grow uninterrupted without damaging easily. 
For Indoor & Outdoor. Light but sturdy, our planters fit 
small to medium indoor plants live houseplants and gar-
den herb planter outdoor. They are great as flower pots 
outdoor, succulent pots, orchid pots, cactus pots, and 
are suitable for basil plant, snake plant, and monstera 
plant.

The Perfect Gift. Help your friends or loved ones dec-
orate their space with stylish house plant pots indoor 
for beautiful greenery. Whether they use them for front 
porch planters, potted plants, or herb pots, these pots 
for plants will help them stay on-trend and give their 
home some love!
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TF1108C 
Large Container 
Set(20PK)
40 PIECE SET includes 20 containers with 20 lids. Store 
and transport entrees and soups confidently with our rev-
olutionary snap-lock containers. Also great for small arts 
and crafts supplies like beads.

LEAKPROOF 4-hinge locking system forms an airtight, 
watertight seal between container and lid. Never endure 
spilled food in your lunch bag again. Translucent design 
allows easy identification of contents.

10 SIZES fulfill all your storage needs. Includes (2) 33.8 
oz rectangular containers; (3) 28.4 Oz rectangular con-
tainers; (2) 23.6 Oz round containers; (2) 18.5 Oz rect-
angular containers; (3) 11.8 Oz rectangular containers; 
(1) 10.8 Oz rectangular container; (1) 10.1 Oz round con-
tainer; (1) 8.1 Oz rectangular container; (1) 8.1 Oz round 
container; (4) 1.2 Oz dressing cups.

FDA APPROVED polypropylene plastic contains no 
BPA, phthalates or other toxins to leach into food. Full-
star Containers are refrigerator, freezer, microwave safe 
(base only, NOT lid, under 5 min, under 700 Watt,for at 
least half-full container). Fullstar Food Storage Contain-
ers make efficient use of every inch of your home kitchen 
because they are stackable and nesting.
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Easy kitchen. 
Easy life.

STORAGE CONTAINERS

video
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TF1128
STORAGE  
BOX(14PK)
28 PIECE SET includes 14 containers with 14 lids. Store 
and transport entrees and soups confidently with our rev-
olutionary snap-lock containers. Also great for small arts 
and crafts supplies like beads.
 3 SIZES fulfill all your storage needs. Includes (2) 59oz 
rectangular container [7.25 cups]; (6) 25oz rectangular 
containers [3.1 cups]; (6)11oz rectangular containers [1.3 
cups]
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TF1188-6PK
Storage  
Container(6pk)
BONUS SCOOP - this pantry storage container set in-
cludes a bonus multipurpose kitchen scoop, perfect for 
measuring out your cereal in the morning.

SPACE SAVING AND VERSATILE - specifically designed 
to be space-saving, these stackable kitchen storage con-
tainers are perfect for storing cereal and much more by 
making the most of your storage space.

STAY FRESH FOR LONGER - the silicone-sealed lids en-
sure a 100% air and water-tight seal meaning your cere-
al does not go stale and keeps its crunch. BPA-free and 
non-toxic,these airtight storage containers are perfect for 
keeping your family healthy.
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TF709C
18 PCS  
FOOD STORAGE 
CONTAINER SET
PERFECT FOR YOUR INGREDIENTS ARRANGEMENT! 

This set of storage boxes allows you to hold ingredients to 
their respective sizes. 

Transparent for your use convenience. Enjoy your orga-
nized cooking! 
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TF1178-8PK
Pantry storage
set (8pk)

Features:
 ❙ BONUS MEASURING SPOONS - this pantry stor-

age container set includes 10 bonus measuring 
spoons, perfect for measuring any food products.

 ❙ PERFECT SIZES FOR STORAGE & ORGANIZATION 
- this airtight containers set includes 8 lids and 8 stor-
age containers in 5 sizes : (1) 131.8 Ounce container, 
(1) 76 Ounce container, (1) 77.7 Ounce container, (1) 
43.9 Ounce container, (4) 20.3 Ounce containers.

 ❙ SPACE SAVING AND VERSATILE - specifical-
ly designed to save space, these stackable kitch-
en storage containers are perfect for storing cereal 
and much more by making the most of your storage 
space.

 ❙ STAY FRESH FOR LONGER - the silicone-sealed 
lids ensure a 100% air and water-tight seal meaning 
your cereal does not go stale and keeps its crunch. 
BPA-free and non-toxic, these airtight storage con-
tainers are perfect for keeping your family healthy.
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Features:
 ❙ 5 sizes included: 5.8L, 800ml, 270ml(rectangular 

and round), 100ml
 ❙ Plastic parts are BPA FREE
 ❙ Secure enough to keep your food fresh and clean
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TF1189-4
Kitchen Bin  (4PK)
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Features:
 ❙ INNOVATIVE STORAGE SOLUTIONS - make the 

most of your storage space with the versatile Full-
star pantry bins. Perfect for organizing cans in your 
cabinets, cheese in your refrigerator, vegetables in 
your pantry and much more.

 ❙ STACKABLE AND PORTABLE - these storage 
containers are stackable saving space when they 
are not needed. Plus the ergonomic easy grip side 
handles make these lightweight freezer storage bins 
easy to transport.

 ❙ BONUS NON-SLIP MATS - this kitchen storage set 
includes 4 bonus non-slip mats ensuring no mess 
and making storage just that bit easier.

 ❙ QUALITY AND FOOD-SAFE - made from crystal 
clear durable shatter-resistant BPA-free PETG plas-
tic, these kitchen storage bins are 100% food-safe 
and designed to last. Plus cleaning is a breeze - just 
use soap and warm water.

TF1108PLUS
Large Container 
Set(17PK) 
Features:

 ❙ 34 PIECE SET includes 17 containers with 17 lids. 
Store and transport entrees and soups confidently 
with our revolutionary snap-lock containers. Also 
great for small arts and crafts supplies like beads.

 ❙ LEAKPROOF 4-hinge locking system forms an air-
tight, watertight seal between container and lid. Nev-
er endure spilled food in your lunch bag again. Trans-
lucent design allows easy identification of contents.

 ❙ 6 SIZES fulfill all your storage needs. Includes (2) 
33.8 oz rectangular container; (4) 28.4 oz rectan-
gular containers ; (2)23.6 oz round containers ; (2) 
18.6 oz rectangular containers; (3)11.8 oz rectangu-
lar containers and (4) 1.2 oz dressing cups.

 ❙ FDA APPROVED polypropylene plastic contains 
no BPA, phthalates or other toxins to leach into 
food. Fullstar Containers are refrigerator, freezer, 
microwave safe (base only, NOT lid, under 5 min, 
under 700 Watt,for at least half-full container). Full-
star Food Storage Containers make efficient use of 
every inch of your home kitchen because they are 
stackable and nesting.
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Zhejiang Fullstar 
Houseware Co., Ltd.

fullstarkitchen.com

E: marketing@fullstar.net.cn

A: Building 3-4, No. 2710, Haichang Road
      Taizhou, Zhejiang
      China

P: +86 576.8272.8699

F: +86 576.8272.0320


